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GLOSSARY OF TERMS back to top

Access: The availability of, or the permission to consult archival holdings.
Collection: An artificial accumulation of documents created or assembled by an Archive, reflecting particular subjects or formats.
Dates : Dates appearing in the guide are the outside range of dates identified in the records. They
This guide was written primarily for two purposes. The first was to provide researchers and museum staff with easier access to the Fruitlands Museums Shaker Manuscript Collection. The intent was to create a document that would allow researchers an overview of the materials in the manuscript collection and aid them in their search for specific materials. The second purpose was to better document the Shaker manuscript collection for the Museums and to arrange the manuscripts in a way that would allow easier access to the materials. Clara Endicott Sears began collecting Shaker manuscript materials with the closing of the Harvard Shaker community in 1918. After Miss Sears' death in 1960 the Museums have continued to collect Shaker Manuscripts which relate to the Harvard and Shirley communities. Presently the manuscript collection occupies approximately 18 linear feet. Access to the collection is for the most part unrestricted although there are a few items for which microfilm use is preferred due to their poor condition. Requests to 'publish from any of these materials should be discussed with the Fruitlands Museums curator. The format of the guide is based on the Western Reserve Historical Society's Guide to the Shaker Collection. This guide would not have been possible without the aid and labor of many individuals. Of particular note are Pam Smith who cataloged a large number of the Shaker Manuscripts and of course Maggie Stier whose knowledge helped identify individuals and communities, and provided much needed information. Since the museum continues to acquire Shaker manuscript materials this guide is subject to frequent revision. Comments, criticisms, and suggestions are welcome.

Jennifer Monaghan February 24, 1993

The format of this guide is based on the Western Reserve Historical Collections Guide to the Shaker Manuscript Collection. For those familiar with this publication the only exceptions or alterations to the format can be found in the Music and Inspired Writings series.

The Shaker manuscript collection has been arranged into fourteen series according to the type of document. Each series is further broken down into subseries entitled "Items" and "Volumes". Under each of these subseries manuscript materials are arranged chronologically according to the Shaker community of origin. Community of origin was determined by anyone of three criteria. These were: (1) The community in which the item was first written. (2) The community in which the writer resided or with which he/she was chiefly associated. (3) In cases where there was no indication where an item was created or the writer was unknown an educated guess representing the most appropriate community with which the item was associated was used. In cases where none of these criteria helped designate a community of origin the heading "unidentified community" was added at the end of the series. Under each subseries, the communities of origin are arranged alphabetically. And under each community of origin there is a description of the material SI dates and under some series number of items.
Descriptions of individual items and volumes are brief by necessity. However every attempt has been made to note individuals who created the material and events of import. Some additional notes on specific series are also necessary:

**Correspondence:** The Correspondence series is divided into volumes and items. Items consist of individual letters, copies of letters, incomplete letters, and fragments. When letters are headed with the names of nearby towns or cities they have been placed under the nearest Shaker community. If no name of community or city appears, the letter has been filed under the community with which the writer is associated. Letters written by non-Shakers are filed under the community to which they were addressed. Some letters overlap with other series in the collection such as financial records, poetry, etc. (This is true in other series as well.) Every attempt has been made to cross-reference these materials under the alternate series.

**Music:** The music series consists solely of volumes. These consist of both hymnals and volumes of music theory. Community of origin has been noted whenever possible. The Fruitlands identification number has been included in the description to aid in location of a particular volume. Also included for researchers who may use Daniel Patterson's "Checklist of Shaker Song Manuscripts" is the Patterson number. Other information noted under volume descriptions: If the volume contains musical notation, if the volume contains lyrics/words, if the volume contains a song title index. Often writers/creators attempted to include the composer of the song or the community where the song originated. This has also been noted in the description using the terms not noted, rarely noted, occasionally, regularly, often. (Researchers interested in the community or origin, and the composers should ask to consult the catalog worksheets for the music manuscript materials.)

### I. Covenants, Laws, Legal and Land Records [back to top](#)

#### A. ITEMS: Dates range from 1781 to 1853. The bulk of the material consists of land deeds. There is a copy of the 1788 Covenant and one membership covenant.

**Enfield, CT:** A membership covenant written by Margaret Brooks. 1846 (1 item)

**Harvard:** The bulk of the material consists of land deeds. There is also Thomas Hammond's transcription of Esquire Farley's opinion on deeds.

1770-1779 (1 item); 1780-1789 (4 items); 1790-1799 (4 items)
1800-1805 (1 item); 1820-1829 (1 item); 1850-1859 (1 item)

**Lebanon:** One item consisting of a handwritten copy of the 1788 Covenant. 1788 (1 item)

#### B. VOLUMES: Dates range from 1791 to 1860.

**Harvard:** The bulk of the material consists of Covenants.

1797-1908 Book of Records.- Consists of covenants from 1797, 1801, 1814, and 1831. There are also seven pages of deeds and there is a listing of the ministry, elders, trustees, and deacons. (1.8) 1791-1801 Book of Covenants. Six sheets with two versions in a cardboard binding. Covenants dating 1791, 1793, 1797, and 1801. (1.9)

**Lebanon:** The Millennial Laws of 1860 with penciled revisions. Probably used in the Harvard-Shirley Bishopric. (9.2)

### II. FINANCIAL RECORDS [back to top](#)
A. ITEMS: Dates range from 1835 to 1903. The bulk of the material is from the Alfred, Maine community and consists of correspondence orders addressed to Nathan Freeman.

Alfred: Consists primarily of correspondence relating to orders for brooms, spinning wheels, and cider. Also, some correspondence relating to the purchase of materials used in the community's industries.
1835-1840 (2 items); 1841-1845 (3 items); 1846-1850 (1 item)

Harvard: A receipt for pasture rental witnessed by Bliss Goss and Annie Walker dated 1903.
1903 (1 item)

B. VOLUMES: Dates range from 1790 to 1908. The bulk of the material is financial records from the Shirley community. There are also account books from the Harvard community and one from the Mount Lebanon community.

Harvard: These record books cover dates from 1799 to 1888. They consist of an herb record book, a book of accounts kept by Aaron Jewitt and Seth Babbit, and a book of cash disbursements and receipts kept by Thomas Hammond.
1799-1851 Account book kept by Aaron Jewitt and Seth Babbitt. (4.4)
1825-1836 Account book kept by Thomas Hammond. Included are details of a loan to Point Bay Ohio. (4.5)
1879-1888 Herb record book with sales to various commercial companies. (4.1)

Shirley: Account books range in date from 1790 to 1908. They cover such subjects as disbursement and receipt of cash, leather and shoe accounts, and the garden seed industry. (See v. Shirley, 1871-1881 Daybook.)
1790-1840 Account Book. (Includes an index of accounts.) (8.1)
1809-1863 Account book. Many of the accounts pertain to the shoe and leather industry. (8.2)
1810-1817 Account book for garden seed industry kept by Oliver Burt. Includes seeds put up by year, sales, returns, and lists of salespeople, amounts purchased, and towns and states. (7.3)
1815-1835 Account book. Accounts are arranged in chronological order. The volume also includes the names of Church members from 1793-1800. (8.3)
1826-1846 Account book which records income and expenditures. (not on microfilm)
1903-1908 Account book. Expenses and receipts. (8.4)

Mount Lebanon: Dates range from 1872 to 1894.
1872-1894 Account book of work performed by the sisters in the Church. Also noted is the sale work performed by the sisters in the First Order. (6.3)

III. MEMBERSHIP RECORDS back to top

A. ITEMS: See membership covenants in Series I and the 1815-1835 Account Book under Shirley in Series II. Also note the Harvard Book of Records under Volumes in Series land the Harvard Journal and Manifest Record, 1791-1806 under Series V.

B. VOLUMES: Dates range from 1791 to 1918. All the material originated from either the Harvard or Shirley communities.
Harvard: Membership list.
1791-1918 Membership list of most of the individuals who lived in the Harvard Society, their date and place of birth, date of admittance, and their date of decease. Thomas Hammond recorded the material dating from 1791 to 1835. (1.1, 1.2 typescript)

Shirley:
1858-1891 Meals and Lodging Record of the Shirley community. (7.4)

IV. CORRESPONDENCE

A. ITEMS: Dates range from 1827 to 1955. The collection contains correspondence from a variety of communities and individuals. These include Mount Lebanon, Shirley, Harvard, Canterbury, Watervliet, and Sabbathday Lake.

Canterbury: Letters written by Florence Phelps to Miss Sears. Florence Phelps was a former member of the Canterbury community. Letters date 1929, and 1955.
1929 (2 items); 1955 (1 item)

Harvard: These items date from 1843 to 1908. These letters are written by a number of correspondents and cover a wide range of dates, considering the small number of items. They also cover a wide range of topics including the death of Brother John Orsment, and a missionary tour to Vermont. There is also a letter to the U.S. Government seeking an exemption from bearing arms during the Civil War.
1840-1849 (1 item); 1860-1869 (1 item); 1901-1910 (2 items)

Mount Lebanon: The material was all created between 1919 and 1922. The bulk of the letters were written to Clara Endicott Sears from Eldress M. Catherine Allen. These letters detail Catherine Allen's contributions to the Fruitlands Shaker Museum. They also discuss such details as the sisters relocated to Mount Lebanon after the closing of the Harvard community, Brook Farm, and the Tyringham community. Also included is a series of letters from Josephine Jilson to Miss Sears discussing the Harvard Shaker Cemetery and the relocated sisters. A small number of letters are addressed to Miss Gertrude Sanderson from some of the relocated Harvard sisters. These discuss M. Catherine Allen, Shaker songs, and the departure of Sister Louie Tremper from the Mount Lebanon Community.
1918 (4 items); 1919 (16 items); 1920 (3 items); 1921 (8 items); 1922 (4 items); 1920-1923 (not specifically dated) (2 items)

Sabbathday Lake: Letters from Prudence Stickney to Miss Clara Endicott Sears dating from 1932 to 1938. Topics discussed include donations to Miss Sears for her Shaker Museum and the children in the Shaker community.
1930-1934 (4 items); 1935-1939 (2 items)

Shirley: These items date between 1868 and 1881. They consist of letters produced by Rose Morse and Olive Chandler. The Rose Morse letters are correspondence between Rose and her friend Susan Wentworth, one of these contains a poem written by Rose. There are also two contracts Rose wrote swearing she will abstain from tea and coffee, and refrain from quarrelling. This series also contains two letters written by Sister Olive Chandler. One of these is to a former pupil.
1860-1869 (2 items); 1870-1879 (3 items); 1881 (1 item); N.D. (1 item)

Watervliet: Two items dating 1824, and 1827. One letter to Grove Blanchard at Harvard discussing the testimonies of Jemima Blanchard. The other is a letter written by Thomas Brown regarding the publication and subscription to History of the Shakers.
1820-1824 (1 item); 1825-1829 (1 item)
B. VOLUMES: Dates range from 1845 to 1864. Harvard, and Enfield, New Hampshire are the only communities represented.

Enfield, N.H. : A Collection of documents and copies of letters composed by the writer, J.H.E., Enfield, NH 1845. Dates range from 1845 to 1850. One volume of letters to and from various correspondents on a variety of subjects. Topics include a narrative of the fire at the senior order of the Society in Enfield, and some essays delivered from heaven. (11.5)

Harvard: Dates range from 1853-1864.

Volume of Letters, 1853-1856. These were copied by Thomas Hammond into this book. Included are 2 letters from Giles Avery discussing the pre-existence of Christ. Other topics include a trip to Busro, Indiana and the stay there as transcribed for Roxalana Grosvenor. There are remarks from Brother Solomon, and Ruth Johnson, and copies of letters written by Daniel Mosley after his return from the west. Other correspondents include David Darrow, William Leonard, and Joshua Bussell of Alfred.

Volume of Letters, 1862-,1864. Copies of letters include a letter written in 1862 by James Prescott to William Leonard describing the troubles at Pleasant Hill Kentucky during the Civil War. Copies of 3 letters from Jeremiah Hacker and many from Eunice Bathrick to Hacker. (5.1)

SEE V., Harvard, Olive Chandler Journal, 1860 to 1884

V. DIARIES AND JOURNALS

A. ITEMS: One item from the Shirley community dating 1805-1807.

1805-1807 Asa Brocklebank's Daybook. Records comings, goings, work, weather, horticultural accounts, and work cleaning up the Lancaster burial ground. (7.3) [in archival box]

B. VOLUMES: Dates range from 1791 to 1911. The bulk of the material is from the Harvard community. The only other community represented is Shirley. The John Whiteley materials also contain entries written at Harvard.

Harvard: Dates range from 1791 to 1911. (See also John Whiteley Journals under Shirley.)

1791-1806 Journal and Manifest Record. (1.7) available online
1820-1826 Three Daybooks of Joseph Hammond. (1.10) available online
1828-1838 Harvard Church Family Journal/Daybook. (4.2) available online
1837-1867 Account book, 385 pp. (32.3)
1840-1843 Harvard Church Family Daybook. (2.3) available online
1843-1845 Harvard Church Family Daybook. Daily entries, work, weather, worship, and visits. (4.3)
1843-1848 Shaker Journal. Details comings and goings, visits and visitors. (Charles Lane visit) (2.5)
1845-1847 Harvard Church Family Daybook. Work, weather, worship, and visits. (2.4)
1845-1852 Sisters. Journal. Details of job assignments, and daily doings. (1.11) available online
1848-1876 Day Book [by Elisha Myrick and others]. 357 numbered pp. (32-4)
1850-1852 "Daybook kept for the Use & Convenience of the Herb Department by Elisha Myrick". (31.1) available online
available online
1855-1857 Eiza Babbit Journal – Office Sister Journal. Pages not numbered. (31.3) available online
1859-1880 Shaker Journal. This volume contains two Journals. The first dates from 1859 to 1861 and was kept by Alfred Collier. The second dates from 1872 to 1880 and was kept by Susan Channel. The journal begins 1872 when she is demoted from leadership then picks up again in 1879, when she writes on 1/1/1879 "I am 70 to day". (2.2) available online
1860-1884 Olive Chandler Journal. The first half is a record of correspondence dating 1860 to 1867. The remainder of the volume is a daily record dating from 1882 to 1884. (not microfilmed)
1863-1873 Olive Chandler Journal. Daily entries, work, weather, and observations. (32.7) available online
1864 Diary of Elder Grove Blanchard. [388 pp.] + 8 undated pp. (31.4) available online
1866-1867 Diary of Elder Grove Blanchard. (31-5)
1867-1869 John Whiteley's Diary. Three volumes (31.6, 31.7, 31.8)
1867-1876 journal of the domestic work of the sisters In the Church Family. (2.1)
1875-1880 "A Diary of Events Kept by the Elder Sisters Commencing in the year 1875 On the 25th of April"; 169 stamped pp., writing stops on p. 111. (32.1)
1893-1911 Shaker Journal. The first part of the volume was kept by Maria Foster. After her death in 1897 Annie L. Walker kept the journal until her death in 1911. The journal records comings, goings, visits, and etc. (3.2) available online
1905 John Whitely Shirley Account Book circa. (32.6)

Shirley: Dates range from 1843 to 1899.
1843-1860 Church Journal. "Kept for the purpose of briefly recording an account of the meetings, gifts of inspiration, and various operations of the spiritual work of God in the Church of Shirley." (6.1, 6.2 typescript available online)
1859-1862 Church Family Daybook. Records work schedules, comings and goings. Kept by Samuel Augustus Burns and tends to focus on farming. (6.4)
1863-1869 Church Family Daybook. Work schedules, comings, and goings, etc. (6.5)
1870-1873 Church Family Daybook. Includes arrivals, departures, and weather. (6.6)
1871-1881 Daybook. Includes comings and goings, work, things bought and sold, plan of a duck pond. Pages 3-5 record purchases and sales 1865-1875. (7.1)
1881 Diary of John Whiteley, a ministry elder in the Harvard-Shirley bishopric. Harvard stays are included. (10.1)
1882 Diary of John Whiteley. Includes Harvard. (10.2)
1882-1894 Daybook and Sisters' Journal. (7.2)
1883 Diary of John Whiteley. Several long stays in Harvard included. (10.3)
1884 Diary of John Whiteley. (10.4)
1885 Diary of John Whiteley. Details of trade and administration. (10.5)
1886 Diary of John Whiteley. Includes travels to New York and trips to Boston and Fitchburg. School committee members and deaths recorded on back pages. (10.6)
1887 Diary of John Whiteley. Work, weather, deaths recorded. (11.1)
1888 Diary of John Whiteley. (11.2)
1895 Diary of John Whiteley. (11.3)
1899 Diary of John Whiteley. (11.4)
A. ITEMS: One undated item from the 19th Century. It is the testimony of Anna Perry. The community of origin is (Enfield. CT).

VII. ADDRESSES, SERMONS, ESSAYS & OTHER WRITINGS

A. ITEMS: Three broadsides dating from the 19th Century.

Unknown: Our Title Deeds. [n.p., n.d.] Broadside printed in 2 columns, originally from the Belfast Star, Ireland. It discusses Judge Theophilus Harrington and his refusal to recognize slaveholders' rights since they had no deed from God.

B. VOLUMES: Dates range from 1806 to 1885. The bulk of the material was created in the Harvard community.

Harvard: Dates range from 1825 to 1885. 1825-1838 Miscellaneous collection of anecdotes, letters, poems. Many contributed by school children. (5.6, 5.7 typescript) 1827-1852 Benjamin S. Young's Sermons and Discourses. Consists of sermons and discourses given at the Harvard community. Included are addresses by Benjamin Young, Eleazor Wright, and Rufus Bishop of Lebanon. Topics include the appointment of Grove Blanchard as an elder, and an account of a visit from the Canterbury ministry. Some Spirit communications are also included. (15.9) 1844-1855 Lines written for various events by several different individuals. These consist of songs, poems, inspirational writings, and copies of letters, many of which were written on special occasions such as the return or removal of an individual to another Family. (11.6) 1850-1854 This volume of writing was kept by Eunice Bathrick. Included are a poem reflecting on attending Mother Ruth's funeral on June 2, 1850 at New Lebanon, a eulogy by Anna Dodgson, and impressions of Hannah Blake of Canterbury. There is also a spirit message from Mother Ann. (15.8) 1874 Thirty-two essays addresses or sketches. These include an early history of Shakerism and writings by Giles Avery, Calvin Green, and Isaacher Bates. Eunice Bathrick copied these. (5.5) 1884-1885, 1836-1847 Consists of poems, visions, copies of letters, natal day memorials, etc. The bulk of these were written or copied by Olive Chandler, but others are also noted. (15.2) N. D. A nineteenth century volume of writings created at Harvard. Includes 55 topics touching the lives of children and the goals of the community for children. Series of essays on values to be taught, behavior to be expected, and goals. These are aimed primarily at boys. (9.1) Shirley: One volume written by (Mary) Rose Morse. 1869-1877 "A book containing some miserable compositions written by Mary Rosie Morse." Contains poems, prose and essays. Topics include the education of children, equality of women, as well as a tribute to Grove Blanchard, and to her Shaker home. (14.4) Unidentified Community: 1806, 1844 Handwritten copies of the New Testament Gospels, and a passage from Deuteronomy justifying the copying. The 1844 material is headed Brook Farm and consists of 1/2 page of religious
VIII. INSPIRED WRITINGS

A. ITEMS: Dates range from 1841 to 1842 and the bulk of the material is from the Shirley community.

Mount Lebanon: A typescript of a spirit message dated 1841. (Location of the original is unknown)
Shirley: The material consists of words of inspiration received by several instruments from a number of spirits. Instruments include Sophia Foster, Ann Godfrey, and William Weatherbee. (5.3) in archival box
1841 (1 item); 1842 (1 item)

B. VOLUMES: 4 volumes from the Harvard Community Dates range from 1842 to 1852.

Harvard:
1842-1843 Inspirational messages. Instruments include Sophia Foster and Eunice Wilds. (5.2)
1840-1853 Nancy Orsment's book. Contains poems, songs, and narratives. But the bulk of the volume is a lengthy passage of spirit messages from Socrates, and some Native Americans. (14.1)
SEE also VII., Harvard, Volumes, 1850-1854, 1827-1852, and 1844-1855.

IX. MUSIC

B. VOLUMES - Volumes are arranged chronologically by community. The two numbers consist of the Fruitlands Museum identification number followed by the number assigned by Daniel Patterson in his Checklist of Shaker Song Manuscripts.

Canaan:
1846 "A Collection of Spiritual Songs used by Believers in Christ's Second Appearing." Compiled by Mary Ann Patterson. Includes words, and music, no index. Communities and composers are rarely noted. 16.4/C-3
1868-1874 "Hymns of Believers". Compiled by Mariette Moore. Contains words, and music, index. Communities of origin, composer and date often noted. (restricted use - microfilm use preferred). 16.3/C-2.

Canterbury:
1876 Selection of Devotional Melodies. Published and printed hymnal. No composers noted. Includes words, music, and index.
1887 Shaker Anthems and Hymns Arranged for Divine Worship. Printed 'hymnal with Annie Belle Tuttle bookplate. Words and music, no index. Communities of origin noted. 15.7.

Enfield, N. H.:
1833-1844 Union Band. Words, music, and index. Communities and composer occasionally noted. Restricted handling. 16.2/ENH-10.
Words only, incomplete index. Composers and community not noted. 21.1

Harvard:
1820s-1830s Shaker Music. Words only, index. Composer and community rarely noted. 18.5/HD-45.
1833-1836 Moses Tenney's Notebook. Compiled by Moses Tenney. The first half consists of
instruction for the reading of music. The second half consists of words and music to songs. No
index. 21.3/HD-25.
1834-1859 Book 9th of Thomas Hammond. Compiled by Thomas Hammond. Words music, no index.
Composer and community of origin regularly noted. 17.3/HO-17.
1835-1841 'Pure Love'. Words, music, index. Composer and community often noted. 19.4/HO-55.
1835-1852 'Holy Temple' Verse and music. Composer and community rarely noted. 21.2
1840-1860s "Blest Creator'. Compiled by Catherine Hall. Words and music, index. Composer and
community occasionally noted. 19.3/HO-52
1840s-1860s Shaker Music. Compiled by Mary McGooden. Words, music, and index. Community and
composer often noted. 18.3/HO-34.
1841-1844 "Sayings of Blessed Mother Ann". Words, some music, index. Songs received by
inspiration are noted. Community occasionally noted. 21.4.
1841-1851 Shaker Music. Compiled by Betsey Martha Hall. Words, some music. no index. Composer
and communities occasionally noted. 17.4/HO-13.
1844-1860 "Voyage of Mother Ann Lee". Words, some music. Composer and community often
noted. 20.1/HD-58.
1845 "A collection of various kinds of songs given for the use of Mother's Children" Compiled by
Betsey M. Hall. Words, music, index. Composer and community often noted . 17.2/HD12.
1845 "A collection of songs, hymns, and anthems" Compiled by Maria Foster. Music, verse, and
index. Composer and community occasionally noted. 17.1/HO-11.
1850-1857 "House of Prayer" Words, index. No music. Composer and community often noted. 18.4/
HD-43.
1851-1880 "Hymns, Songs, and Anthems". Compiled by Margaret McGooden, Olive Chandler, and
Lorenzo Prouty. Words, music, index. Composer and community often noted. 16.1/HD-9.
1851-1874 "Invocation and Retrospection". No music. Words, and index. 1845-1851 15.3
occasionally noted. 15.1/HO-43.
1855 Shaker Music. Compiled by Newcomb Green and Margaret McGooden. Words, music, index.
This is a copy of 17.5/HD-22 with an addition of 2 songs. 17. 6/HD-21.
1855 Shaker Music. Compiled by Margaret McGooden. Words, music, index. Composer and
community occasionally noted. 17.5/HD-22.
1856-1868 Shaker Music. Music, words. The bulk of the works are from the Harvard community.
Composer and community occasionally noted. 18.1/HD-32.
1860-1865 "Only Just Across the River". Music, words. Composer and communities often noted.
19.2/HD-49.
1862-1886 Hymn Volume. Words, index, no music. 14.3
Shirley: Dates range from 1844 to 1899.
1844-1850 "Voice of Mother Ann Lee". Compiled by Susan Wentworth. Words, no music. Composer
and community occasionally noted. 20.3
1851-1858 "A song of Prayer and Praise" Words, music, and an index. Composer and community
often noted. 20.2/SH-7.
1865-1869 Hymns. Compiled by Mary Rose Morse. Words, index, no music. Composer and community often noted. 20.5

Unidentified:
1850s-1860s Letteral Songs and News Clippings. Originated as a Shaker Hymnal, and was reused as a scrapbook. The last sixty pages contain words, and some music. (15.4)
1863-1864. "Heavenly Land". Compiled by Lane H. Cregor. Words, music, no index. Composer and community often noted. 20.4

X. POETRY back to top

A. ITEMS: Date range is the late 19th century. Only the Harvard and Shirley communities are represented.

Shirley: Two poems written by Mary Rose Morse. (Another poem by Rose Morse is included in the Correspondence series.) Also included is an acrostic poem by Rose Morse written to Lorenzo D. Prouty.

B. VOLUMES: Dates range from 1869 to 1880. All items were produced in the Shirley community by Mary Rose Morse.

Shirley:
1874-1880 Volume of poetry written by Mary Rose Morse. The frontpiece is handpainted and dated 1880. Includes one tract of prose entitled "Influence." (19.1)
1869-1877 "A Book containing some miserable compositions written by Mary Rose Morse." Poetry and prose. (14.4)

XI. RECIPES & PRESCRIPTIONS back to top

Folders: none
Volumes: Dates range from 1822-1850.

Harvard Community:
1822-1842 Book of Prescriptions. Topics include the laying down, preserving, and curing of butter. (1.5, 1.6 typescript)
1830-1840 Book of Prescriptions. Recipes for dying, coloring, whitening. also recipes for varnishes and paint oils, some food recipes, and a few weaving drafts. (1.3. 1.4 typescript)

Shirley Community:
1840-1850 Recipe Book. Recipes for various pills, elixirs, cough drops and hair dyes. (8.5)

XII. SCHOOLBOOKS & INSTRUCTIONAL TEXTS back to top

Folders: none
Volumes:

Harvard Community:
1859-1862 Thirty-six pages of catechism-like, text from which a child received religious instruction. Produced by the Harvard North Family. (5.8)

XIII. SCRAPBOOKS  
A. ITEMS: None.
B. VOLUMES: Dates range from 1834 to 1868.

Harvard: Dates range from 1834 to 1868.
1834-1859 Book 9th of Thomas Hamond. 101 pages. The first 75 pages contain verse and music to Shaker songs (SEE MUSIC). The remaining pages consist of excerpts from periodicals copied out by Hamond. These include quotes from Governor Banks' Thanksgiving Proclamation, the death of a Worcester City marshal, agricultural news, recipe for dandruff shampoo, etc. Also a large excerpt of Reverend Henry Ward Beecher's address on Fraternity given in November 1858. (17.3)
1854-1865 "A Selection of Poetry. Interesting anecdotes and items of Various Kinds. Ancient and Modern Laws and Customs. Accounts of Natural Curiosities. Etc." Recorded by Eunice Bathrick. A wide range of topics are covered. e.g. Chinese physicians. microscopic plants, frozen fish, mermaids, etc. (15.5)

Unidentified: Dates are circa 1850s and 1860s.
1850s-1860s Letteral Songs and Newsclippings. 210 pages. (Also cataloged as MUSIC). Originated as a Shaker Hymnal and was recycled into a scrapbook. 156 pages of newscclippings pasted over the original hymnal. The clippings cover a wide variety of topics: Abe Lincoln in Spain, how to make cream cheese. poems. William Alcott's death, how to prevent a divorce, etc. (15.4)

XIV. MISCELLANEOUS

XV. NON-MANUSCRIPT MATERIALS

Periodicals
The Shaker 1871-1876
The Shaker Manifesto 1878-1899
The Shaker Quarterly 1961-71

Books by Shakers
Allen, Catherine. Biographical Sketch of Daniel Fraser of The Shaker Community of Mt. Lebanon, 1890.
Shaker Manuscript Guide - Fruitlands Museums

Shaker Life & Ideals: Address before the International Council of Women (c. 1900)
The Questions of the Day. Mt. Lebanon, 1888.
The Mirror of Truth: A Vision. Mt. Lebanon, no date.
A Full Century of Communism, The History of the Alethians formally called the Shakers. Mt. Lebanon, no date.
Anderson, Martha J. Social Life and Vegetarianism. Mt. Lebanon, 1897.
Atherton, Simon T. Catalogue of Herbs, Roots, Barks, Powdered Articles, etc. Harvard. 1868 & 1873.
Avery, Giles B. Sketches of Shakers and Shakerism, 1883.
Autobiography, Mt. Lebanon, N.Y., 1890.
Advent of the Christ in Man and Woman. no date-
What Shall I Do to Become a Shaker? no date-
The Life and Gospel Experience of Mother Ann Lee. Canterbury, N.H. no date-
Dew Drops. 1852.
Spiritualism Among the Shakers, East Canterbury. 1899.
Bear, H.B. A Scientific Demonstration of the Prophecies of Daniel and St. John. No date-
A Scientific Demonstration of Theology, Prophecy and Revelation, 1900.
A Collection of the Millenial Hymns Adapted to the Present Order of the Church, Canterbury, N.H., 1847.
Shaker Music, Original Inspirational Hymns and Songs Illustrative of the Resurrection Life and Testimony of the Shakers, Mt. Lebanon, N. Y., 1884.
In Memoriam, Elder Henry C. Blinn, 1824-1905. 1905
Under the Sheet: A Recital of Facts.
Bushnell. Richard A Suggestion.
Bryant, John. A Memorial Remonstrating Against a Certain Act of The Legislature of Kentucky.
Canterbury Shakers. Shaker Church Covenant, 1889.
Carr, Mary Francis. The Peaceful Life of the Shakers, no date.
Life Among the Shakers.
Doolittle, Mary Antoinette. Autobiography prior to Becoming a Member of the Shaker Community at New Lebanon, N.Y. in the Year 1824. 1880.
Doolittle, Antoinette. Affectionately Inscribed to the Memory of Eldress Doolittle by her Loving and
Devoted Gospel Friends, Albany, 1887.

Dunlavy, John. The Manifesto or A Declaration of the Doctrine and Practice of the Church of Christ. 1847.

Plain Evidences, by Which the Nature and Character of the True Church of Christ May Be Known and Distinguished From All Others, Taken From a Work Entitled "The Manifesto." 1834.


Affectionately Inscribed to the Memory of Eldress Dorothy A. Durgin and Eldress J.J. Kaime by their Grateful People, Brethren, and Sisters, East Canterbury, N.H.


Treatise on Shaker Theology.

Who is Ann Lee? What Evidence is There That She is the 2nd Messiah. 1889.

Original Ideas. no date.

Shakers' Sabbath, Composed of Seven Days. no date.

A. Suggestion. no date.

Speaking Shakerism. no date.

Social Gathering Dialogue Between Six Sisters of the North Family, Mt. Lebanon, 1873.

The Shaker System and A Lecture. Mt. Lebanon, 1877.

Religious Communism. 1871.

Our Centennial; The Other Side. 1889.

Shakersim, the Possibility of Race. 1872.

Shaker Essay. No date.

Resurrection. No date.

Egyptian Sphinx. No date.

God is God. No date.

Proposed Memorial to the Late Rev. Henry Ward Beecher, no date.

Robert G. Ingersoll, For 1892. No date.

Shaker-Russian Correspondence with Count Leo Tolstoy. 1891.

Shaker Sermon. No date.

Shakerism in London, 1887.

Short Treatise on the Second Appearing of Christ. 1852.

Shaking the Old Creation, 1889.

The Shaker Mission to England. 1887.


Lecture, Delivered in Taylor's Hall, Amenia, N.Y. No date.

Sabbaths vs. The People, 1892.

Russian Famine. A Shaker Protest Against Closing the World's Fair on Sunday. 1891.

The Conditions of Peace. 1891.

Shaker Reconstruction of the American Government. 1888.

New England Witchcraft and Spiritualism. No date.

Liberalism, Spiritualism and Shakerism. No date.

Sabbath. No date.

Shaker Views and Reviews. No date.

The Country: A New Earth and New Heavens, no date.

Liberty of Conscience, 1890.

Questions About Shakerism, 1888.


Immortalized: Elder Frederic W Evans. 1893.

Green, Calvin and Seth Wells. Summary View of the Millennial Church. 1823.
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Fraser, Daniel. *Analysis of Hurmm Society*. No date.

*The Present Truth for the Honest Inquirer*. 1885.

*The Witness of Daniel Fraser*. No date.


*The Divinity of Humanity, the Corner-Stone of the Temple of the Future*. 1814.


*A Concise Answer to the Inquiry, Who or What Are the Shakers?* 1849.


*Brief Exposition of the Established Principles of the Believers in Christ's Second Appearance (Commonly Called the Shakers)*. Watervliet, Ohio, 1832.


Haskell, Russel. *A Musical Expositor: or Treatise on the Rules and Elements of Music*. Enfield, Conn., 1847. [There is no indication that this book is by a Shaker.]

Hogdon, C.C. *Hogdon Life and Manner of Living Among the Shakers*. 1838.


*Interpreting Prophecy and the Appearing of Christ*. Mt. Lebanon. N. Y. 1892.


Knight, Jane D. *Events Touching Various Reforms by Jane D. Knight, Who Was Readed in the Society of Friends, and United with the Shakers at Mt. Lebanon, Columbia Co., N.Y. in the Year 1826, in the Twenty-Second Year of Her Age*. 1880.

LaFume, J. *Calvin's Confession*. 1842.

Lamson, David R. *Two Year 's Experience Among the Shakers*. 1848.


McKechnie. Frederick. *Professor Comstock's Experience, Which Turned Him From His Cruel Ways*. Mt. Lebanon. N.V.. 1902.


The Other Side of the Question. 1819.


Mt. Lebanon Shakers. *Original Shaker Music Published by the North Family of Mt. Lebanon, N.Y.* 1893.

*Products of Intelligence and Diligence.* Mt. Lebanon, N. Y.. no date.


*Supplementary Rules of the Shaker Community.* Mt. Lebanon. N. Y.. 1894.


*Present Day Shakerism.* North Family. Mt. Lebanon. N. Y. No date.

New Lebanon Shakers. *A Declaration of the Society of People Commonly Called Shakers Shewing Their Reasons For Refusing to Aid or Abet the Cause of War and Bloodshed By Bearing Arms, Paying Fines, Hiring Substitutes, or Rendering Any Equivalent for Military Service.* 1815.


Shakers. *Original Shaker Music,* Published by the North Family of Mt. Lebanon, Col. Co., N.Y. 1893.


Myrick. E. *The Celibate Shaker Life.* No date.


*Shaker Tracts,* No.1. Henry Vincent's Visit to Mt. Lebanon. 1868.


Oford. Daniel. *Seven Travails of the Shaker Church.* No date.


Sears. C.E. *The Duality of the Deity or God as Father and Mother.* 1867.

Shakers. *A Short Treatise on Marriage.* 1867.


Stewart, Philemon. *A Holy, Sacred and Divine Roll and Book,* .*From The Lord God of Heaven, to
Union Village Shakers. A Concise Answer to the Inquiry, Who or What Are the Shakers? 1825.
Wells, Seth Y. A Brief Illustration of the Principles of War and Peace. New Lebanon, 1831.
Millennial Praises, Containing A Collection of Gospel Hymns in Four Parts,. Adapted to the Day of Christ's Second Appearing. Hancock, 1813.
Thomas Brown and His Pretended History of Shakers. 1823.
White, Anna. Mount Lebanon Cedar Boughs,. Original Poems by the North Family of Shakers. 1895.
Whitcher, Mary. Mary Whitcher's Shaker House-Keeping. 1882.
White, Anna. The Motherhood of God. Mt. Lebanon. N. Y., no date-
Voices from Mt. Lebanon. No date.
Wickersham, George M. How I Came to Be a Shaker. Mt. Lebanon, NY, 1891.
Youngs, Benjamin Seth. The Testimony of Christ 's Second Appearing Containing a General Statement of All Things Pertaining to the Faith and Practice of the Church of God in this Latter Day. {Also called the Shaker Bible.} Union Village, Ohio, 1808 and 1823.
Youngs, Benjamin Seth. Transactions of the Ohio Mob Called in the Public Papers in Expedition Against the Shakers. Union Village, Ohio, 1810.


Greeley, H. *A Sabbath With the Shakers*, in Knickerbocker Magazine, June 1838.


Silliman, Benjamin. *Peculiarities of the Shakers, Described in a Series of Letters From Lebanon Springs, In the Year 1832*. 1832.

Thompson, D.P. *The Shaker Lovers, Or Virtue and Innocence Triumphant*. 1849.